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The Agile Counterfeiters on
Their Way to Cargo Cult Hell

A

nyone who imitates Spotify or introduces Needless to say, Ohno could have demanded compliance
with the Toyota Production System by virtue of his auframeworks and disseminates them as best
practice will be punished with futile ritual obedience would create more problems in the long run
practices of not less than 20 hours per week and employon teaching the workers better in the principles behind
with best practices, blueprints and frameworks and is
For the mere implementation of a framework this is
again!” Agility, however, is less a question of methods
A British statistician once said, that all models are powerment and enablement of the people affected was
mere application of a few methods, but also and especialuseful in some way and in the right context (yes, even ly for the continuous further development and adaptation
of the Toyota Production System along its underlying
The problem thus is not the methods, but blind belief in
- thing is wrong if workers do not look around each day,
duced and rolled out by top-down directive without the
necessary understanding of the principles behind them
Yoshihito Wakamatsu reports an interesting anecdote

It is precisely this empowerment that makes the decisive difference between beautifully celebrated cargo

further developed the Toyota Production System, in his
book “The Toyota Mindset, The Ten Commandments of
like Spotify or based on (seemingly) ready-made frame-

by persuading them of the true virtues of the Toyota
System. After all, manufacturing is essentially a hu- The Book “Manifest für menschliche
man development that depends heavily on how we Führung” is available as paperback
teach our workers.
and e-book at Amazon
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with the often imitated and rarely reached Toyota ProProduction System and asked Ohno why he had not cor- duction System by Taiichi Ohno, this means promoting
the self-organization of those affected
on the basis of principles and thereby
I am being patient. I cannot use my authority to force enabling and empowering them to furthem to do what I want them to do. It would not lead to
good quality products. What we must do is to persis-

